TruGreen Service Notification

TruGreen Lawn Care

Telephone Number: 716-662-1200 Ext. 2

Pesticide Business Registration Number: 08947 / 08948

This notice is to inform you of a pending pesticide application. You may wish to take precautions to minimize pesticide exposure to yourself, family members, pets or family possessions. Further information about the product or products being applied, including any warnings that appear on the labels of such pesticide or pesticides that pertain to the protection of humans, animals or the environment can be obtained by calling the National Pesticide Telecommunications Network at 1-800-858-7378 or the New York State Department of Health Center for Environmental Health information line at 1-800-458-1158.

Address of Application:

NOTRE DAME SCHOOL

1125 ABBOTT RD

BUFFALO, NY  14220

Date of Application: 8/4/2020

Alternate Dates: 8/5/2020  8/6/2020

(If weather or other conditions preclude the original application date)

Products to be applied: For Lawn Fertilization and Weed Control

Name: Fertilizer  EPA Registration #: N/A

Name: TruPower  EPA Registration #: 228-551

Name: Acclaim Extra  EPA Registration #: 432-950

Name: Turflon Ester Ultra  EPA Registration #: 62719-566